A note on the disjointed nature of the injury severity score.
The Injury Severity Score (ISS) is widely used for anatomic severity assessments. The ISS is the sum of the squares of a patient's three worst Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) severities (1-6) from three specified body regions. The set of three AIS severities (including 0s) is called a "triplet." ISS values of 9, 17, 18, 25, 26, 27, 29, 33, 34, 41, and 50 can originate from two unique triplets, but it is not clear whether the mortalities of the triplets are equal. A related question regards the monotonicity of the ISS, that is, whether mortality increases with successive values of ISS. This study sought to compare the mortality of equivalent ISS values from different triplets and to evaluate whether ISS is a monotonic function of mortality. The ISS, its corresponding three-digit triplet, and the ICISS (an International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision-based competing score) were calculated for 361,381 National Trauma Data Bank patients. Fisher's exact tests were used to test for mortality differences between triplets that yield the same ISS. Plots of mortality by score value were produced to visually assess the monotonicity of the ICISS and the ISS. Six of the 11 triplet pairs had mortalities that differed by greater than 20%, with the largest difference being 32% for an ISS of 25 (triplets 0, 0, 5 and 0, 3, 4). Two other values (9 and 17) have triplet pairs whose mortality differences are less but still statistically different. The ISS is markedly nonmonotonic and is characterized by large spikes in mortality for successive ISS values. Plots of the ICISS show it to be largely monotonic. The ISS is a nonmonotonic, triplet-dependent function of mortality. Those who persist in using the ISS to describe populations or make risk adjustments should do so cautiously, being sure to account for triplet type. These suspect ISS values appear in approximately 25% of cases.